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Ever since she was four years old, Jude Currivan has 
been interested in the universe and its workings. 
Coming from a poor mining family, she excelled 
academically and went on to make headlines in  

1991 as Group Finance Director of Scholl, the first woman  
in the UK to hold such a senior position. 

At the age of 39, she gave up her business career to 
follow her spiritual calling, and started on a path to raise 
consciousness about what needs to be done to heal the earth 
on a practical and spiritual level. In October 2010, her 
work was recognised with an award from WON-Buddhism 
International. The organisation aims to apply the principles 
of social justice and respect for the environment to 21st-century 
living, working with the United Nations.

Now 58, Jude has written four books, bringing together 
spiritual wisdom and scientific studies of consciousness. ‘This 
research shows that we really are co-creators of the realities 
we experience,’ she says. ‘Our beliefs, emotions and thoughts 
help to shape the world and all that we call “reality”.’

She tells Spirit & Destiny how she got started on her 
spiritual journey, reveals some of the messages she’s received 
from Spirit and explains what it all means for the rest of us.

‘I bring science and  spirituality together’
Physicist and mystic Dr Jude Currivan tells Emily Anderson 
how a lifetime of higher guidance has inspired her quest to 
heal the earth through ancient wisdom and scientific study 

time as you were discovering 
science. Did you see straight 
away the two were connected?
Because of my psychic abilities,  
I realised that the physical world 
was just one realm of a much 
greater cosmos. Quantum physics, 
which explains the physical world 
in terms of interacting fields of 
energy rather than ‘objects’, gelled 
with my perception of reality. But 
it still didn’t explain my growing 
understanding that everything  
we call reality is conscious – that 
there are many dimensions of 
existence and all are aspects 
of an integrated ‘oneness’.

It’s taken many years  
to find a way of bringing 
science and Spirit together 
to describe what I’ve 
experienced all my life,  
but I’m now able to do  
so in my books.

Did your parents 
encourage you to study?
Very much so. When  
I was five, they bought me  
The Boys’ Book Of Space, 

and with the encouragement of 
my spirit guide, I studied ancient 
teachings, physics and cosmology. 
I remember Mum getting the 
neighbours round when I was 
about eight or nine to listen to  
me give a talk on quantum 
physics. I know they enjoyed  
the tea and biscuits.

In those early days, I was 
probably saying that all that we 
think of as being material is actually 
energy, and what we call matter  
is frozen energy. What we term  
the physical world is made up of 
consciousness expressing itself  
as energy. Thoth was guiding me 
on the words, but that was what 
was percolating through me,  
even that early on.

How did you stop yourself 
getting lost in the abstract 
ideas of science?
I was the first in my family to go  
to university, gaining a place at 
Oxford to study for a degree and 
then a master’s in physics. I won  
a prize for my essay on what black 
holes were and how they were 
formed, which was just being 
discovered then.

But Mum managed to keep me 
grounded and ensured I took 
part-time jobs – stacking shop 
shelves and working on   
 

the checkout. Otherwise I’d have 
floated off, gazing at the stars.

At university, were you still in 
touch with your spiritual side?
I was still fascinated by ancient 
wisdoms, but my guidance from 
Thoth was quiet. He was just 
keeping a watchful eye on me.

I might have made academia 
my career, which would have 
meant more pressure to suppress 
my spiritual side and toe the line 
of mainstream scientific thinking. 
But I had an emotional breakdown 
in my last year of college, when 
my first relationship went belly-up, 
and I didn’t get a good enough 
degree. So at 21, I became a trainee 
accountant, which I loved. I ended 
up as Finance Director of HMV 
Worldwide, and then Group 
Finance Director at Scholl. 

Sounds like quite a jump from 
high-powered businesswoman 
to spiritual healer. How did 
that happen?
My career was fantastic, but I was 
an emotional wreck in my twenties 
and thirties. My road to being  
a healer meant working through 
recurring negative patterns, mainly 
with the help of my mum’s eternal 
courage and sense of humour, and 
my connection to Spirit. As well as 
Thoth, I now had spiritual guidance 
from angels to ascended masters, 
which gave me insights into healing 
my emotional pain, as well as 
expanding my understanding of the 
bigger picture of why we’re here. 

Was there a particular moment 
you decided the spiritual side 
of life was most important?
Yes. In 1991, when I was 39, I met  
a man named Peter at a party that 
I nearly hadn’t gone to. He had such 
a pure heart and strong connection 
to Spirit that he reminded me about 
that whole side of life. We talked for 
six hours, and by the end my inner 
light had been switched on again. 

Four years later and now married, 
Pete and I moved to Avebury, 
Wiltshire, to renovate a big ! 

Could you start by telling us  
a bit about your background?
I never knew my real father, as my 
mum divorced him when I was two. 
Her second husband, who I knew 
as Dad, was a coal miner. Sadly, he 
passed away when I was 10 years 
old, so my mum brought me and 
my younger brother, Bill, up alone, 
in Chesterfield, Derbyshire. Mum 
went out to work as a secretary and 
took in washing. I earned pocket 
money by doing the ironing, and 
Mum managed to make things fun. 

What was your first  
psychic experience?
I was four and trying to sleep when I 
noticed a strange light in my room. 
Over the next few weeks the light 
kept appearing, before eventually 
revealing it had a name: Thoth, the 
Ancient Egyptian god of wisdom. 
He became my spirit guide. 

Although I was having out-of-
body experiences, psychically 
hearing messages and beginning 
to see auras, it didn’t occur to me 
to tell anyone about it, not even 
Mum. It was only years later, when 
I began to tell people about my 
‘walking between worlds’, that 
I realised keeping quiet as a child 
had protected me from other 
people’s dismissive attitudes. So I’d 
grown up seeing my extraordinary 
experiences as ordinary.

So you were exploring the 
spiritual world at the same 

‘Mum got the neighbours round when 
I was about eight or nine to listen to 
me give a talk on quantum physics’

Jude (left) with 
her mother and 
brother, Bill

Thoth, Jude’s 
Egyptian 
spirit guide
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BORN 17 March 1952.

STAR SIGN Pisces.

FAMILY Married to 

Tony Currivan, who’s  
a sustainable architect. 
At the age of 50, Jude 
became stepmum to  
two teenagers, who she 
calls ‘as good as gold’.

HOBBIES ‘I’m a keen 
astronomer and 

astrologer,’ she says. 
‘For about 10 years,  
I used to do astrological 
charts for people, but 
now I write about what  
I call Soular Astrology, 
which is viewing our 
entire solar system as  
a collective soul and 

looking at how the 
astrological alignments 
can influence us on  
a collective level.’

BOOKS The Wave, 
which looks at how 
consciousness is 
expressed as energy; 

The 8th Chakra, about 
connecting to higher 
awareness; CosMos:  
A Co-Creator’s Guide To 
The Whole World, written 
with philosopher Ervin 
Laszlo; and The 13th 
Step, an account of 
Jude’s global journey.
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Georgian house and run it as a 
healing centre. Healers, mystics 
and other esoteric experts came 
to hold workshops, seminars and 
talks. We’d also do a lot of work 
out in the landscape, connecting  
to a place through meditation.

But my emotional challenges 
weren’t over. In 1999, my marriage 
to Peter broke up, with him 
telling me I’d shut 
down my heart. 
I realised he was 
right, and that 
long ago I’d 
retreated from 
my real feelings 
as a defence 
mechanism. 

How did you 
cope with the 
break-up?
I’d already helped organise a group 
trip to Egypt. I felt too exhausted to 
go, but I sensed here was a chance 
for a breakthrough, so I went.

One morning, before a visit to the 
Osirian temple in Abydos, I heard 
a voice say ‘Wear your swimsuit 
today.’ We were going to the desert, 
so I laughed off this message from 
Spirit. But in the temple, I fell into 
a deep shaft that was submerged 
underwater, which I hadn’t seen 
– yet I didn’t panic as the water 
closed over my head. The next 

moment, I found myself on the 
temple steps, completely soaked. 

Later, I realised I’d literally 
levitated out of the shaft and that 
kundalini energy had been raised 
from the base of my spine and 
was now flowing all around me, 
enabling me to access higher 
levels of awareness.

Quite a trip! What happened 
when you got back to the UK?
I sold up and moved to a tiny 
cottage on the Wiltshire Downs, 
where it was  very quiet. Here  

I got what I call 
my ‘downloads’. 
I was picking up 
messages as they 
popped into my 
mind in moments 
of stillness, from 
Thoth, St Michael 
and other spirit 

guides who I’d worked with for a 
long time, plus a different group of 
beings from another realm, called 
the Elohim. They were giving me 
information about places I needed 
to travel to, to help heal the earth. 

How did these ‘downloads’ 
affect you?
They ushered in the next chapter 
of my life, which was to make 
many journeys between 2001 
and 2006. I went to Egypt, South 

Africa, China, Alaska, Peru, Chile, 
Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii, 
Easter Island and Israel to activate 
the healing energies of sacred 
sites. I went with groups of 
like-minded healers, plus locals 
and indigenous elders. We’d tune 
in to the highest level of Spirit and 
connect to the guardians, elemental 
or angelic beings looking after each 
place. We listened for guidance 
about how to heal ourselves  
and the world, and went with it, 
opening ourselves to the flow  
of unconditional love. 

So the purpose of these trips 
was to raise the good energy 
of the planet and help it heal?
Right. I was told by the Elohim 
that this was to support the 
collective shift in consciousness, 
and move to a more just and 
loving world, prophesied by 
ancient traditions, such as the 
Maya, for 2012. Ultimately for me, 
each journey was about inner 
healing and opening myself up to 
love. And it led to my meeting and 
marrying my soulmate, Tony, in 
2002. But of course it went far 
beyond that. It’s all in my book, 
The 13th Step.

Did you ever doubt the 
messages you were receiving 
from Spirit?
As a scientist I’ve always asked  
for verification, and Spirit shows 
me synchronicities such as 
meeting the right people or 
getting new information at the 
right moment. At the same time  
as these journeys, I was also  
doing a PhD in archaeology at 
the University of Reading. I was 
researching ancient cosmologies 
– how our ancestors saw 
themselves and the world – 
because I wanted to show how 
this wisdom explains the whole 
world in a similar way as leading 
research into consciousness is 
now beginning to do. 

I love that I can combine 
science and spirituality, although 
I’ve never known how to separate 
the two. I’ve never felt that this 
was just a physical world. I’ve 
always been walking between 
worlds from day one, while 

‘Each journey was about inner 
healing and opening myself up to 
love, and it led me to my soulmate’

staying grounded at the same 
time, which is essential.

And you recently got an award 
recognising your work…
Yes, the 2010 CIRCLE award was 
given to me by WON-Buddhism 
International for my ‘outstanding 
contribution towards planetary 
healing and expanding new forms 
of consciousness’. They asked me 
to be an ambassador for women, 
science and business, and in 
November, I spoke at the Women 
Leaders Summit and the Dialogue 
Between Civilizations, Cultures 
and Religions at the G20 summit 
in Seoul, South Korea. It was both 
fascinating and frustrating to see 
the polarities in the world now 
– the inspiring, co-creating new 
way of being as opposed to the 
old way of fear-based caution. 

Is your message a simple one?
Yes, and I’ve gone beyond 
politeness. I’m saying, ‘It’s urgent 
now – unless we make radical 
changes, we’re running out of time.’ 
It’s an amazing opportunity to make 
this a sustainable world, working 
with each other for justice and 
environmental awareness. I’m 
trying to help people move from 
‘me’ to ‘we’, trying to empower, 
inspire, whatever works to get 
everybody to step into their own 
empowerment and higher purpose 
at this incredible time of the shift.

HOPE: Healing 
Our People & Earth

Walking in  
the Wadi Rum, Jordan

With husband 
Tony at Machu 
Picchu, Peru

At the High Place 
of Sacrifice, 

Petra, Jordan

In a bedouin 
tent in Jordan

Walking the Inca 
Trail with Tony


